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1. The Big Picture: standards and frameworks

2. Phonological Awareness: developmental scope and sequence

3. Phonics: Research findings, guiding principles for ELLs, developmental 
scope and sequence (1st-3rd)

a. Multisensory procedure for teaching letter recognition

b. 1 of 3 explicit strategies for teaching multisyllabic words for accuracy 
and vocabulary 
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Examining Curriculum Against Developmental Readiness 
Scope and Sequence
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What is Phonics and Why is it Effective?

Ten Important Research Findings About Phonics:

1. Phonics instruction can help all children learn to read

2. Explicit phonics instruction is more beneficial than implicit instruction

3. Most poor readers have weak phonics skills and a strategy imbalance

4. Phonics Knowledge has a powerful effect on decoding ability

5. Good decoders rely less on context clues than poor decoders

6. The reading process relies on a readers attention to each letter in a word

7. Phonemic awareness is necessary for phonics instruction to be effective

8. Phonics instruction improves spelling ability

9. A teacher’s knowledge of phonics affects his or her ability to teach phonics

10. It is possible to overdo phonics Instruction

Blevins, W., & Chambliss, M. (2017). What is Phonics? In Phonics from A to Z: A practical guide (pp. 9–20). essay, Teaching Resources/Scholastic. 



What is Phonics and Why is it Effective?

Phonics and the English-Language Learner: Guiding Principles

1. Connect phonics and vocabulary instruction

2. Use kinesthetic activities to connect a sound to an action

3. Work on articulation 

4. Learn the confusing sounds for each language your student speak

5. Use music, body language and realia/visuals to teach new words and concepts

6. Connect phonics learning to writing and real-life application

7. Use technology

8. Provide each student with a bilingual dictionary

9. Provide comprehensible input

10. Modify your response expectations based on each student’s levels of language 
proficiency

Blevins, W., & Chambliss, M. (2017). What is Phonics? In Phonics from A to Z: A practical guide (pp. 9–20). essay, Teaching Resources/Scholastic. 



Making it Multisensory: Letter Recognition 

VAKT!

Procedure

● Introduce a series of letters (b,t,m,s,a):

○ Teacher holds one letter card at a time
○ T: This is the letter ‘m’, The letter ‘m’ says, /m/
○ Have students see, write, say the letter name and sound 3Xs
○ S: (3x) The letter ‘m’ says  /m/
○ Examples of multisensory tools:

■ Paper and writing tool (smelly marker, gel pen, crayon)
■ White board and marker
■ Sand tray
■ Felt paper
■ Chalk



General 1st-3rd Scope and Sequence
Scope and sequence should move from less complex to more 
complex skills with considerations for student readiness and need.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LN_txgRtp4IkfJBCmlysidU0FNHupgoS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LN_txgRtp4IkfJBCmlysidU0FNHupgoS/view?usp=sharing


The Big Picture

(SBE-Adopted ELA/ELD Framework Chapters - ELA/ELD Framework (CA Dept of Education), 2014)

(ELA/ELD Framework, Ch.2, 75)



Identifying Word Parts

● Circle known prefixes, suffixes, root words

● Next underline remaining talking vowels if 
needed

● # of circles/lines = # of syllables

transport
reported

transportation
deporting
important
importing
exported

This strategy is helpful for students that can read multisyllabic words but need support with understanding how morphology changes meaning 
and word. This strategy supports students that are misreading similar words and students that need vocabulary support

instructions
instructor

destruction
construction

structure
infrastructure
reconstructive

profoundly
contaminate
redisplen*
coffeebean
disinfectant
promotion
telepherp*



Identifying Word Parts: 
Foundational Literacy Skills
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This strategy is helpful for students that can read multisyllabic words but need support with understanding how morphology changes meaning 
and word. This strategy supports students that are misreading similar words and students that need vocabulary support
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Identifying Word Parts: 
Language Development & Making Meaning

This strategy is helpful for students that can read multisyllabic words but need support with understanding how morphology changes meaning 
and word. This strategy supports students that are misreading similar words and students that need vocabulary support

Root words, roots and affixes. Reading Rockets. (2020, January 8). Retrieved October 21, 2021, from 
https://www.readingrockets.org/article/root-words-roots-and-affixes. 

http://www.readingrockets.org/article/root-words-roots-and-affixes
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1codtA7KrRgOQFoCQXLApm4v0gv3AcI3PF4MHxQ2DZrE/edit?usp=sharing
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1codtA7KrRgOQFoCQXLApm4v0gv3AcI3PF4MHxQ2DZrE/edit?usp=sharing

